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SHORT Ver.
For those of you who like just the facts and getting to the bottom line – as some are prone - this paragraph is for you.
Here goes:
(a) I worked hard – over two years to get to this point,
(b) I met some ski professionals who gave good advice that through hard work was later applied,
(c) I qualified for the 2011 Nastar Nationals, and
(d) I took 6th in my division and finished 2nd in the state of Maryland in my division.
There – short and sweet. Now go away and let those who really care continue reading the detailed version below..
No – Honestly – you can leave now… Bahhye Bahhye..
By The Way (Btw): The following is not written to justify grammar – call it ‘creative style’. If you are a grammar nut, you may wish to
forego torturing yourself by reading further. That is of course, unless you, can force yourself to ignore the rigidity of rules to see the
color of a story. Enough said. Welcome aboard to those who dare.

DETAILED Ver.

1. For Those Interested... Ready, Set, GO!!
(As you read the following paragraph, imagine it being narrated by the rich bass voice of the Geico commercial guy who
says, ‘Can Geico really save you 15%’...)
Get ready to journey across a two year timeline, reliving a story quite possibly 25 years in the making. A story of past
dreams becoming reality, interlacing paths with super-hero’s of the U.S. Ski Team and Olympic caliber alpine racing
world. A story mixing struggle, failure, and excitement with scenes of white capped crusted mountains, lots of snow and
more speed than Dale Earnhardt. Well, maybe not faster than Dale, but definitely fast, and pulling off a sizable stunt Dale
only dreamed of – having back to back races matched to the hundredth of a second. (End Deep Bass Voice).
So there. Some like a good drama every now and then, and I am certainly willing to oblige to that end. (If you didn’t use
the bass voice, you’ll just have to read that again.) 
But you may ask, “how again
does someone make it to Nastar
National Competitions?” And
quite possibly - “What is a
Nastar anyway?” Glad you
asked!!
But first, a couple words about
the national competition.
According to 2011 NASTAR
marketing - 95,000 racers from
28 states competed this season
for one of the 1100 coveted
invitations to the National
Championships in Colorado. In
context, just over 1% of those
racing this league within the
United States made it to the
National competition level.

In 2011, I was one of these
privileged few.
This is my story...

2. Nastar Is..
It’s kind of difficult to wade into and through my story without first
understanding a few Nastar basics. So, let’s do some introductions. If you
already know about the basics of Nastar, just skip to section 3. 
NASTAR (National Standard Race) is a national
amateur alpine down-hill ski race using a modified
Giant Slalom race course. This quarter-mile length
course is defined as a starting gate to initiate a 100th of
a second resolution clock, a finish line to stop the
clock, and incremental dual six foot poles tied with
banners called gates on a staggered zigzagged path, that
the skier must negotiate (eg. the course). For more
detailed info ref: www.nastar.com/rules
The picture shown illustrates the day-2 yellow course at
Nastar Nationals from the racers vantage point. Oh,
and Yep !! Those are my ski tips!!
Nastar runs on a handicap system enabling racers
differing in age, gender and abilities a method to fairly
compare their race results. The Handicap system for
Nastar has male and female major categories that are
sub-divided into 23 age categories (eg. most categories spanning a 4 year block (ex. Ages 17-20; 45-49, etc) covering 1yr
olds to 95+ yr olds). This compensates for age based abilities. Each age category in turn spans 4 divisions; Platinum,
Gold, Silver, and Bronze, to determine medal awards and seasonal local and national rankings against other skiers. These
four divisions have handicaps ranging from 0 – 183, meaning 0% slower than pace time to 183% slower than pace time.
Btw – the 183% slowness applies to the 1-4 yr old category only. They can barely walk – but they’re fun to watch. Most
other age categories are well under half that. Just hold that thought for a moment while we discuss par times and pace
setters. Keep going.
The term National Standard emanates from a focal point called a PAR TIME that all racers regardless of age, ability, or
gender race against. This par time is considered a handicap of 0% (eg. 0% slower than the best national time). This all
begins with something called Pace Setting.
Pace Setting begins with the best-of-the-best in our nations U.S. ski team and past Olympic personalities competing to set
a national best time on a nationally sanctioned race hill. Those winning then travel to East and West coast pace-setting
trials where pace-setters from regional ski resorts (eg. Local Pacesetters (LP)) come to receive their pace handicap for
their resort for that season. Some resorts have one LP, others have multiple. In short, the national racer, lays a blistering
time, and each LP runs the same race and receives their time. Dividing the two times and mixing some other math, yields
the LP’s handicap that will be used for their resort that season. Then, when the slow guys like myself show up to race at a
particular ski resort and on any particular race day, the time we race against isn’t actually the LP’s time for that resort,
course and day, rather, it’s the LP’s race time on that
course for that day divided by their LP national
handicap which adjusts DOWN to a lower time called
the PAR TIME. As such, this Par Time would be as if
the ‘real’ U.S. ski team and/or Olympic guys/gals
raced that same course, on that same day, under the
same conditions. Again, the reason why Nastar is
called National Standard Race is that the LP pace
setting adjusted par time would be as if the best skier in
the U.S. skied that same course that day. Otherwise,
that national racer (eg. national pace setter) would have
to literally be at every ski resort every day during that
season. This is also a fair system, in that it best
accommodates changes in ski conditions, non-exact
race courses gate spacing, differing course steepness,
etc. So, just who are these cool National Ski Team and
Olympic Pace setters? View the image shown, then,
let me introduce a few:

Pace
Setter
Name
A.J. Kitt

Daron
Rahlves
Doug Lewis

Heidi
Voelker

Jimmy
Cochran
Kaylin
Richardson
Phil Mahre

Steve
Nyman

Background / Accomplishments
Was the first American male to ski in four Olympics (’88, ’92, ’94, ’98). A bronze medalist in downhill at the 1993 World
Championships, AJ is one of the most recognizable personalities in ski racing. As a U.S. Downhill Champion in 1992 &
1995 and a U.S. Super G Champion in 1991 & 1992, AJ’s passion for and continued dedication to the sport of ski racing
is unmatched.
Widely regarded as the most successful American speed-event skier of all-time. As a multi-discipline racer, Daron
retired from World Cup racing after an incredible 28 World Cup podiums (12 of which he finished on top), one World
Championship (’01), four Olympic appearances (’98, ’02, ’06, '10) and eight U.S. Championships.
One of the top American downhill skiers ever, he won a bronze medal at the 1985 World Championships and was the
U.S. Downhill Champion in 1986 & 1987. And is a two-time Olympian (’84, ’88) and 7-year veteran of the U.S. Ski
Team.
Spent over a decade racing on the U.S. Ski Team, and competed in the 1988, 1992, and 1994 Winter Olympic Games in
the disciplines of Slalom and Giant Slalom. She raced on the World Cup circuit for eleven years, and has six top ten
finishes to her name. She currently hails from Deer Valley’s legendary Wasatch powder, where she resides as the
resort’s ski ambassador.
One of the heralded “Skiing Cochrans” (his grandfather was U.S. head coach in 1974, his dad and three aunts were
Olympians, and he’s got two relatives on the Ski Team), Jimmy Cochran is creating his own identity. So far, so good as
he’s earned an Olympic berth, won U.S. titles, NorAm races and posted multiple World Cup top 10 finishes.
Followed her older brothers into ski racing as she grew up in the Minneapolis area. Today, she’s a U.S. champion but
she has retired from the US Ski Team to pursue new opportunities in the ski business.
Considered by many to be the most accomplished American skier of all-time, he won an amazing 27 World Cup races,
and competed in three Olympics capturing a silver medal in slalom on home snow in Lake Placid (’80) and a gold medal
in slalom in Sarajevo (’84). In 1981, Phil became the first U.S. skier to win an Overall World Cup title and repeated the
feat in 1982 & 1983, becoming only the third skier in history to win three consecutive titles. As a fierce but wellmannered competitor, with 69 World Cup podiums and 120 World Cup top ten’s, Phil still loves competing and setting
the pace at the Nature Valley NASTAR National Championships.
Considered one of the youngest world cup racers in history at the age of 19, Nyman was a discretionary pick for the
st
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2002 World Junior Championships in Tarvisio, Italy, where he took 1 in slalom and 2 in combined. Eventually
maturing into a full-fledged World Cup racer for Downhill, Combined and Super-G events, Steve placed eight times in
st
top 10 spots spanning 2006-2009 seasons. He took 1 in downhill during 2007, Val Gardena, Italy. Nyman also
th
th
rd
appeared at the 2006 Winter Olympics taking 19 in Downhill, 29 in combined, and 43 in Super-G.
Steve is also the Nature Valley NASTAR National Pacesetter and the zero handicap national winner for the 2012
season. Steve recorded the fastest time at the National Championships to win the title and establish the National
Standard. Each time a participant races Nature Valley NASTAR, they earn a handicap which represents the difference
between their race time and Steve's time expressed as a percentage.

Don’t be fooled by some of their ages, suspecting it implies old and lagging skill. The list above still holds the best of the
best the U.S. has to offer the sport. If you don’t believe me, then you try racing them sometime. Capeesh !!
Now, let’s tie the handicap system to par times and pace setting.
The Nastar handicap system for my age category (45-49 yr old) isn’t much different than that for twenty year olds – in
short, Nastar doesn’t cut much slack. In Nastar, racers run against the clock (eg. the Par Time) and not each other per se.
As such and as a racer, I have the opportunity to capture one or four medal types for each race day; Platinum, Gold,
Silver, Bronze, or Nothing. And, each medal is also a division with a range of placement that will be discussed later in
this story. For my age a Platinum is 0-11 handicap (eg. Equal to national PAR times (i.e. 0% slower to 11% slower than
that best national time); Gold (12-22% slower than par); Silver (23-36%); Bronze (37-53%); and anything slower – just
don’t matter.
In comparison, a male in the 21-29 year old age bracket (eg. the young bucks in their prime) would have handicaps for
medals looking like: Platinum (0-8% slower than par); Gold (9-16%); Silver (17-30); Bronze (31-46%), and 47+% again,
doesn’t get anything. To put this into perspective, there isn’t much slack in time nor distance between a 21 yr old getting
a Platinum medal at 8% slower than the national Par, or, a 49 year old getting a Platinum medal running 11% slower than
Par. This difference, running an average of 25-30 mph, is about 1.5 seconds or approximately 15 linear feet. That’s it!!
All I can say is, “it’s fast, its competitive, and I Luuuuuve it!!” Again, either you can ski fast or you can’t – there isn’t
much slack via the handicap system regardless, to distinguish one racer being better than the other.
But, enough explanation of the Nastar system – let’s get this party started by starting at the beginning..

3. In The Beginning.
I began my quest for Gold in 1984-86 racing on then 'straight' 193 cm Head Racing ski's,
winning several Bronze medals and ultimately one very low end Nastar Silver – as
viewed by the medals shown. I was far from receiving a Gold, which, at the time
was the top prize of that day, but for the medals I did receive, was very proud to
have earned.
Today, a new Platinum category has been added to the medal
categories
(ref Categories Chart below), and new shape ski's have made my
1984
versions suitable mainly for wall decorations. Well, life happens schooling, marriage, kids,
more school, work, community, church, building
stuff, work – did I mention
work? I spent most of my winters since the
1980's teaching skiing and
snowboarding - many times visiting the slopes
only once per season - when I made it to the
slopes at all. I have a number of
loves in my life, performing and writing
country music, and snow and
water skiing making the top 10. I have
always loved to ski, but doing
anything serious for a number of years just wasn’t in the cards. I eventually took a couple runs
while in Virginia (circa 1996), and achieved yet another bronze from Massanutten, VA, but that
was yet another one time over one winter event (ref medal above). That about summed up my
would-be racing career.
Then, in 2008, I was invited by family to West Virginia where I not only raced for the first time
in 22 years, but also got my first taste of shape ski's. My old ski's didn't get me close to
medaling, but a race official apparently seeing potential, gave me a free shape ski rental (eg. a
new pair of VOLKE shape skis) and an additional ski run that qualified me in the Bronze division category for 2008-09
Nationals (eg. I earned a Silver medal, but my average runs were in the Bronze division – ref Silver medal shown). I
couldn't believe it, AFTER 22 YEARS. Who would have thought I had potential? Don’t answer
that!! I was ecstatic that I had just squeaked across the threshold for Nationals in just one race.
In the end, I caught the Nastar bug – I was hooked. But affording such
shape ski equipment and the trip to Colorado was a different story. It took
two years to plan and save, but I was determined to try again in 2011.
Some have recently asked, ‘How do you train for skiing without a nearby mountain’? Great Point.
The answer is, there is no real good way to train. In fact, I wish guys and gals like us could get
some extra points because of that fact. One can weight lift to increase leg muscle strength, and can
do tons of cardio promoting endurance, but that doesn’t compensate for literally running gates in
icy conditions at high altitudes with limited oxygen, nor being able to anticipate where to begin
turning at a gate, or how much ski edge to apply under which circumstance, etc. The former can be
done at home or in a gym. Spending time on a hill can only be accomplished by the later. I do
have some creative ideas as prep methods for the 2012 season to overcome this challenge, as I will
discuss at the end of this story.
To that end, the rest of this story, explains my grueling steps, struggle, and progression over the
relatively ‘Short’ 2011 season, and how I was ‘afforded’ (eg. emphasis) the ability accomplished
so much in so little time.
It first began with family… and some HUGE thank yous…

4. But First – Some Big Thank Yous.
I know that some of you will poop out before reading this entire saga, so before you abandon the important parts like say,
the ending and credits, I decided to transition some to the front. As such, a couple thank yous up front are must haves –
and in no particular order:
Some Mandatory Recognitions:
• My God. For keeping my fragile old body safe on the slopes, for allowing me to retain my athletic abilities, for
aligning all the independent events allowing me to re-learn how to ski, and keeping me alert and awake on long and
sometimes late-night mountainous drives, and for causing lots of independent stars to align.
• Wifie. I wanted to thank my darling wife for giving me the time, space, and finances over the last two years to prep
for and make a reality one of my all time dreams – to race with the big dogs in Colorado. And, special thanks for

•
•

•
•
•

•

agreeing to take a vacation to a location that was definitely not her forte, and suffering through her migraines
resulting from Colorado high-altitudes.
My son. For allowing his dad some time to practice and patience while taking a break from snow board cruzing to
speed things up on my racing ski’s.
Ed Fowler. To Ed Fowler of Owings Mills, Md, who gave me the advice, materials, video race clinics, Zardoz wax
products, etc, etc, etc. Cumulatively, each was needed that would finally and forever break a 25-year cycle of skiing
performance keeping me from achieving GOLD. Not only would it afford two GOLD medals for the season, but
represented seven GOLD runs across the season, two of which occurred at high altitude and on overly steeper than
normal terrain. Many, many, many thanks Dude – I owe you one.
Carving Made Easy. To Al Hobart of Green Mountain Valley School, VT, and his ‘carving made easy’ video
training that provided my ‘Ahh Hah’ moment transitioning from 1980’s skiing habits to 2011 shape ski edge racing.
This was one of Ed Fowlers prize possessions that was shared and very much appreciated.
Eric Anderson. To Mr. Anderson - no, not the Keanu Reeves character from The Matrix - and the staff at WISP,
MD, for introducing me in ’09 to new shape ski designs and giving me my first baby steps to riding them. Also
thanks for allowing me to afford the tools (eg. race skis) that would give the edge for racing this season.
Mike Meyers. To the staff of Blue Mountain, PA, and specifically their pace setter Mike Meyers – and no, not guy
playing Shrek from the movies – who kept their Nastar course from going defunct while under scrutiny, and who
gave me some last minute tips that would ultimately pay in GOLD, and qualify me for the 2011 Nastar nationals
while on his watch and on his turf. Also to their ski tuning staff, who sharpened my ski edges like knife blades
affording fast racing on hard-pack without skidding or worse – crashing.
My Winter Park Coach. To my racing coach for a morning lesson at Winter Park who placed the annoying bug in
my subconscious uttering the phrase, “..Focus on winning and you’ll land on your back. Focus on the basics and
improving, and you’ll finish the race and be consistent.” .

Now, back to the story..

5. Two Years In The Making – or – Was It 25?
My wife encouraged me to try for Nationals this ski season, if for no other reason than to just get it out of my system.
Besides, from her perspective, it was safe to assume that I would never qualify for Nationals twice – right? Well, I had
news for her - I didn't intend to simply 'TRY' - I intended to 'GO'. My last attempt a nationals was after 22 years of
my initial racing experience. So maybe 25 years after the fact might be a bit late, but may get me to nationals
none the less. It’s kind of like the motto from lotto, “you’ve got to play to win.”
The first installment to this plan came in March 2010, when our family took a late winter vacation to WISP
in Garrett County, MD. Upon checking in, I spoke with their ski staff regarding opportunities for private
racing lessons, and landed a private lesson with their Nastar Pace-Setter, Eric Anderson. Couple that
with a half dozen high performance rental ski’s to try, and I had my work cut out for me. Eric was
great, but my race lessons would have to wait until I learned how to ski again on different skis.
These were very different from my original skis, requiring a broad stance as opposed to tight
parallel with ones feet close, and a shifted weight, posture, and stance. It was clear, I had a lot
of work
to do. Unfortunately, I wasn’t there to ski, rather, was there to snowboard with my son.
Although I
didn’t get to ski much, I had great fun with my son boarding, and Eric gave me some great
pointers to
work on, and my wife let me purchase a pair of end-of-season demo race skis – Head
brand Shape
Ski’s no less – and at a fraction of normal cost. For those just tuning in, my 1984 ski’s
were also Head
racing skis. I was on my way. Just one more year.
Last Fall (eg. 2010), my wife and I discussed the possibility of being able to attend
Nastar Nationals –
especially travel, lodging, and incidental costs. This would have to be our family
vacation due to the
expense, and regardless would be a sacrifice for her since I was the only one in our family who likes vacationing where
it’s cold. Of course, there were lots of stars that had to align for even getting invited to Nationals. In short, I had to find
the time to ski, had to qualify in one of the top 3 positions at a participating ski resort, and had to have that position hold
that status until the National selection deadline of February 22nd. With tons of skiers out there doing better with each
race, and each having the ability to race more often than myself, there were no guarantees.

6. Starting The 2011 Season – Ski Roundtop, PA.
Of the three resorts within a two hour window from my home, only one ran Nastar – Ski Roundtop, PA. Due to my
schedule, I had to compress my days on the slopes into contiguous days which meant a Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
And I did just that. Got a hotel for two nights, hopped into the car, and hit the road.

Friday night was cold, icy, and fast. Of my races that night, two of my fastest races may
have been on Gold pace, but ended in disqualification due to an abnormality in the course
(eg. A big bump) located strategically between several of the last gates that sent me
airborne and off the course twice. By the way, the term flying in racing typically implies
your skis are fast, but also on the ground. I think that night I had found a second definition
– this one left bruises. The good news was meeting one of three members from the U.S.
Ski Team who were there getting a warm up before traveling to Italy to race over the
weekend. The bad news was they told me that Ski Roundtop was one of the hardest hills
to quality on for Nationals, due to the number of good racers, and since their ski club was
one of the hottest on the East Coast. They did give some relevant pointers to include (a)
not crouching too low during the race which would have provided much needed shock
absorption during my two airborne incidents, (b) skiing on my ski edges rather than sliding
around gates, which was very helpful on ice, and (c) dumping my 22 years of know-how
for skiing – I needed to relearn how to ski in a hurry. My initiation to shape ski’s at
Snowshoe and the WISP, weren’t enough. Obviously I had much to learn, and was way
behind the power curve.
Saturday was warmer and slow. I attempted to apply what I thought were the right moves,
but with little result. Although my times seemed to stall, I also didn’t fall much. It seemed
like the shock-absorber tactic actually worked. My best Handicap score was 33.75%
slower than pace (eg. @ 6 seconds). Before moving on, let’s explore that statement for a
moment..
To reiterate, the Nastar handicap system for my age category (45-49 yr old) isn’t much
different than that for twenty year olds – in short, they don’t cut much slack. As such, a
Platinum is 0-11 handicap (eg. Equal to national ski times (i.e. 0% to 11% slower than that
best national time); Gold (12-22%); Silver (23-36%); Bronze (37-53%); and anything
slower – just don’t matter. To better track my progress, I broke the system categories into
handicap fractional 10ths and gave each fraction a step number, totaling 540 steps
spanning the entire Platinum to Bronze Range of 0.0 to 53.9 – (again, ref the categories chart shown – Just chew on the
image shown for a moment or two before preceding).
With respect to time, this equates to about two-100ths of a second per step. As such, Platinum had steps 1-to-120
spanning the 0.0-to-11.9 handicap range; Gold had steps 1-110; Silver 1-140; and Bronze 1-170. Each can be considered
its own independent thermometer, ultimately being stacked on top of each other for an uber thermometer. Again, think of
this uber concept as a long 540 step high thermometer with four vertical sections of Platinum (120 steps tall), then Gold
(110 steps tall), then Silver (140 steps tall), and finally at the bottom of the vertical Bronze (170 steps tall). You’ll need
to let this thermometer concept sink in for a moment or two, since it will come up throughout the remainder of this story.
For Saturday, my races were then:
Low End (Step 6 of 170 Bronze
thermometer to step 109 of 140 within
the Silver thermometer). Looking at
this a different way like a thermometer
separated into the four vertical
categories of Platinum to Bronze
ranges, I started the day 96% up from
the bottom of the Bronze thermometer,
and finished 22% up from the bottom
of the Silver one. Comparatively,
Friday night’s best run left me at step
63 of 140 Silver, or 55% up from the
bottom of the silver thermometer.
Again, to better visualize this, refer to
the images shown to better understand
the rationale. Don’t worry, we’ll give you better thermometer visuals as you continue reading. Now - Back to the story..
Sunday was a bit overcast and colder than the day before that not only showed in race times but opened other
opportunities for growth. One example was meeting Ed Fowler who happened to be in my age division, and whom was
skiing in the Gold division. Sensing he must be doing something right, I listened intently. One of his friends actually let
me touch her Gold medal. It felt really nice. By the way – this was 63 handicap steps higher on the Silver thermometer
scale than my best run from Friday. As such, not much of a chance in reaching that level any time soon.

Ed ended up behind me in line and through some chats, gave some additional insights beyond
reiterating what the U.S Ski Team guys stated the night before. One such addition was a ski wax
substitute (Zardoz NotWax) that could be applied by simply wiping it onto your skis and waiting a
minute or two to dry. For those non-skiers out there, snow skis have wax coatings on the surface that contacts the snow.
The intent via friction between the snow and ski is to convert snow crystals into water droplets that become really slick
when on wax. This results in speed down
a slope. This NotWax product is also
significant in terms of time savings and
convenience since normal ski waxing is a
30-60 minute process in a tuning shop,
that doesn’t have the convenience of
being near the race track. Now, back to
the NotWax product, and our story..
It was unbelievable, and shaved almost a
second and a half from my time. In races that are decided at the hundredth of second tolerances, a second and a half is
huge. To illustrate this point (ref thermometer diagram shown), my best runs of the day (race 1 and 2) before the wax was
a 36 handicap or step 131 of 140 in the Silver category (eg. A mark 6% from the Bottom of the Silver Thermometer). My
races after the wax treatment (race 3 and 4) were handicaps of 29.1 and 28.8 respectively (eg. steps 62 and 59 or 140) –ora jump of 69 steps in one race (eg. Going from 6% from the bottom of Silver category to 58%) WOW!!
By the way, I am not being paid to endorse this product. It works good enough for my taste, and seems to endorse itself.
At least until I can make some recommendations. Now, back to Ed. Ed then, told me to stand up straighter potentially
increasing aerodynamic drag, but would also give me better ability to stay in control (races 5, 6, and 7) –and- provided
handicaps 26.7, 26.3 and 26.1 –or- steps 38, 34, and 32 of 140 (eg. Now 77% up the Silver scale). WOW again.. But Ed
wasn’t finished, He then told be to
attempt to pitch my skis on their edges
more (races 8, 9, and 10) – shooting me
even higher to 24.4, 24.3, and 24.24
handicaps –or- steps 16, 14, and 13 of
140, respectively (eg. Race 8 shooting
to 91% up the Silver scale). Saying
WOW just didn’t express my elation
enough. I had come so close to Gold I
could taste it – a mere fraction of a
second – less than 2/10ths of a second.
This was my silver medal that should
have been Gold. At day’s end, I had climbed nearly to the top of the Silver bracket. Then, while cleaning up my gear, I
noticed that my ski boots had been in walk-mode the entire day – keeping them from applying the right pressure for
carving. Ahhh - Unbelievable !!
Beyond that, and one of Ed’s most prize possessions he shared was a two-hour race training video clinic entitled “Carving
Made Easy” from Al Hobart of Green Mountain Valley School, VT. In the weeks to follow, I sifted through nearly two
hours of tricks and techniques of skiing on edges. In short, and during normal snow skiing, going on edge implies one
attempting to slow down and stop. In edge racing, however, going on edges around the gate and compressing the skis at
that point (eg. Forcing them to bend while on edge), actually sling-shots you out of the gate and accelerates the skier as
the skis flex back into their normal straightness – much like how a bow and arrow works. Several weekends later, I took
my son to Ski Liberty, PA, and took four runs out of the day to practice what I learned. It was a revelation. It’s hard to
explain, and equally difficult to steer. But the control and acceleration resulting was off the charts. I had to try this in a
race, but time was short, and opportunity shorter. I had risen dramatically in the Ski Roundtop Silver ranks, but bested at
6th position. Trying to grab one of the top 3 positions so as to qualify for nationals, didn’t seem plausible.
When all was said and done, the three days weren’t bad for medals
either, earning me three silvers as shown.

7. Mining Gold – Blue Mountain, PA & REI.
The answer regarding where to race, came through some analysis of race results among my SILVER division peers from
Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania regions. It wasn’t an easy process, but was ultimately well worth the effort. I had
to find some resorts that skied nights affording conditions that were cold and fast, and that afforded potential slots I could
capture qualifying for nationals. Of all my research/analysis, I chose two places, Bear Creek, PA, and Blue Mountain, PA

since they raced nights, and were close geographically. I convinced my wife for two more nights on the slopes, and she
obliged. It was now well into February and nearing the Nastar Nationals deadline – slated for Feb 22nd.
But first, enter REI (eg. An Outdoor Equipment Store). A week earlier, I had learned of a new REI store near where I
worked, and made a visit with my equipment. These guys were pro’s. They looked up the specs on my skis and boots
and made several recommendations. First, my boot canting system was out of whack and was readjusted. The cant
system tilts your foot to one side to compensate for being bow-legged or knock-kneed. Second, they adjusted the cut of
the edge rail on my skis taking a 1% cut in and a 2% cut back (eg. Much like creating a knife-edge). I was really
impressed. Ultimately, this knife edge understanding would come in handy as was the case at Blue Mountain – read on..
Wednesday night at Bear Creek was awful, although I liked the quaint hill size, and loved their Nastar announcer and his
ability to create a drama out of a not-so-exciting race. It had rained hard the week earlier, and the surface was soft with
scattered patches of ice. Although I was able to practice some of my newly found techniques, it
only bested a 27 handicap that still kept me far from the top 3 positions at that resort. My stability,
however, increased dramatically. In all, the visit yielded yet one more silver medal for the season
as shown. I set my sights on Blue Mountain for the next night – it would be my last shot at
Nationals placement.
Thursday night (Feb 10th) was cold and icy at Blue Mountain, and ‘exactly’ the conditions I wanted. Even though they
went through the same rain storm as Bear Creek, the conditions here were colder and faster. Before racing, I used my
REI knife edge information and had the ski shop at Blue Mountain hit the edges one more time with their automated
edging machine. (Btw. A really, really cool machine). I suspected I would need every last bit of carving ability I could
muster. Overall, I had selected Blue Mountain since their 3rd-place person within their top 3 positions was well within my
ability to capture (ref diagram below). Although their number 1 and 2 positions were racers with Gold times (eg. Their
averages left them in the Silver division even though their best races were well into the Gold range), the 3rd position guy
was in the low 43% range of the Silver category (ref dia). Even my worst day so far was better than 42% (eg. 30.96
handicap). It was worth a shot. Again, the top two spots were held by handicaps of 21.34, and 21.79 (eg. Steps 99 and 94
out of 110 in the Gold category,
respectively; 11% and 14% up from the
bottom of the Gold thermometer) – just
keep these facts in the back of your mind
for now (again – ref dia).
As such, these were really out of scope
and range. Later, I’ll also introduce
another anomaly afforded by Jim Roque
(ref diagram), but you’ll have to read a
bit further to get that full story.
Enter Mike Meyers – the pace setter for Blue Mountain.
Standing at the top of the race course, Mike skied up and introduced himself. I returned the favor and asked for any
advice he could give. Mike offered to take me to the top since we had about 20 minutes before his pace run, and I agreed.
Mike reinforced in a tangible way everything I had been taught in previous weeks – it was well worth the 20 minutes. One
side note was the method for getting back to the top of the race course following a run – there was no lift going there!!
One could either opt to walk back to the top (@250 ft vertical for 900 linear feet), or ride to the top of the mountain and
kill ones legs skiing nearly 70% back down the slopes to the racing start line. Keep in mind this implied carrying over 40
pounds of gear back up the mountain in 10 degree temperatures each time. To keep my legs warm, I opted to walk most
runs.
Well, time passed and it was time to make some runs. This time, I made certain my boots were not in walk mode. Mikes
pace time of 23.04 seconds yielding a par time of 20.50 seconds from his 12.38 national pacesetter handicap. Again,
recall the earlier discussion of pace setting, par times and the handicap system from section 2 above. In short, Mikes time
was reduced by his national handicap yielding a PAR TIME that everyone raced against. Again, the reason why Nastar is
called National Standard Race is that the pace setting adjusted par time would be as if the best skier in the U.S. skied that
same course that night. Ok – back to the story..
Runs 1, 2, and 3 were promising and hit exactly the mark I was hunting with handicaps of 25.9, 24.1, and 23.4,
respectively (eg. Steps 30, 12, and 5 out of 140 in the Silver category; eg. 79%, 91%, and 96% up the Silver scale). This
was now 54% further up the Silver scale than the current 3rd place guy (ref the Green dot in the dia below). I had
‘officially’ locked the 3rd position, and a potential qualification for going to nationals – That was REALLY COOL. Yet, I
knew the risk of someone else skiing a better time and bumping me by the deadline of Feb 22nd. But, I was now skiing

consistently on my edges with incredible stability, and with no fear of falling. The knife edges were doing their job.
Now it was time to kick it into another gear and attempt to compress my skis in each turn so as to accelerate out of each
gate, and see if I could hold my edges against the added force. I also shot on a quick coat of Zardoz NotWax.
Run 4 pushed off hard out of the start gate, and I could consistently feel each gate compression accelerate me faster each
time. It was truly incredible. I crossed the finish line and the timer showed a time of 24.98 seconds. Then I heard the
Nastar announcer call: “..Racer 249, with a time of 24.98 seconds is a handicap of 21.85 and a Gold medal..” I was
stunned. Did he say GOLD? It
seemed like everything was going
in slow motion and gradually
sinking in. Having been given
some false feedback at Ski
Roundtop along similar lines, I
was skeptical, so I skied over the
finish line judge for confirmation
– go figure - Mike Meyers. He
radioed to the top and couldn’t
believe it himself having just spent
20 minutes observing me during
our recent lesson. “..Yes Mike,
Racer 249, time 24.98 and
handicap of 21.85..”, was the
radio reply. We high-fived and I
began my trek walking back to the
top of the course.
I couldn’t believe it – GOLD. After 25 years, I hit Gold – it was finally mine. I didn’t care about Platinum, I just
wanted the Gold. Call me silly. Then it really sank in – remember the 1st and 2nd place guys? I was only a couple
hundredths of a second behind them. For those wondering about how 3/100ths of a second looks at 25 mph, that’s
difference of about two linear feet. For perspective, they were at gold step positions 99, and 94 of 110, respectively (eg.
12% and 14% from the bottom of the Gold thermometer scale). I had just landed a race at step 101 (eg. 11% up the Gold
thermometer). This was incredible, I actually had a shot at taking the 2nd guys position. Finishing my 900 ft climb and
reaching the top of the racing slope, I took a couple minutes to catch my breath, and set my focus one last time. I could
actually do this!!
Run 5 pushed off equally hard, but this time I took one more skate before the first gate to get as much speed as possible,
and pushed hard around the first gate that I didn’t do in run 4. I was intent to make this my best yet, and every
compression around each gate didn’t disappoint me – the acceleration was noticeable. I
could feel and hear the air going faster with each push, and each gate. My leg muscles
were on fire due to the extra force exerted. They were now fatigued from a full night of
racing the night before, from four races already this night, and from having walked back
up the 900 ft course now four times. I crossed the finish line, powder flying into the air
as I skidded to a stop – my heart was in my throat. Then the timer blinked the time 24.77
seconds followed by the announcer saying: “..Racer 249, with a time of 24.77 seconds is a handicap of 20.83 - Gold
medal..” Again, I was stunned and sought confirmation from the finish line judge. Mike couldn’t believe it either, even
after confirming it twice with race officials, then asked what my name was again, as if I were some kind of undercover
race pro. I stood for a couple of minutes when reality dawned; I had just taken the 1

st

guys position in my division

by unseating two Gold caliber skiers. With a handicap step position of 89 out of 110 for the Gold category (eg. 19%
up the Gold scale ), I had just beaten the number one seed by 5 steps. I had to sit down. This was unbelievable –
incredible - I had to call home. But, I also had some time for additional runs and decided to get my money’s worth.
Runs 6, 7, and 8 were all Gold’s (eg. 22.1, 22,2, and 22.4 handicaps respectively (ref diagram above). It was evident I
was running out of gas. Although falling short of my 20.83 run, and with my legs now beyond dead, I had re-learned how
to ski, was now stable and running edges on icy conditions, and was now running consistently Gold. It felt
AWSOME. What an unbelievable journey. As I was packing up, one of the race officials confronted me asking if I
still wanted to collect my Gold medal. I was so taken by the whole ordeal; I almost forgot to pick up my medal (ref
image above). What a trip. It was now 10:30pm, and I had a 3-hour drive home. I called my wife and she couldn’t
believe it either – first seed position and a Gold. I was pumped and pooped simultaneously, and knew I had to be really
careful not to fall asleep driving home. But, it was worth every second. All I needed was this status to stick until Feb
22nd. National’s, here I come!!

8. Nationals – Here I Come. But What Happened to the Oxygen?
February 22nd national deadlines came and my 1st place position held, then, somehow several days later got bumped to the
number 2 position by some guy named Jim Roque – Hmm (ref diagram above). It didn’t matter, I was still in the top 3
and I was still going to Nationals. I think it took about 5 seconds to respond to the Nastar qualification email. I was
officially qualified for the Nastar 2011 Nationals – after 2 years of preparations.

“I was REALLY going to Nationals.”
Over two years of planning finally became reality. Btw. The guy (Jim Roque), who
bumped me out of 1st had a handicap of 14.64 for Blue Mountain and at season’s end
was 1st of 24 in the state of Pennsylvania with an average handicap of
20.0 – well into the GOLD thermometer range. As is shown in the
chart above, there seems to be something fishy with someone so high
in the GOLD range, but averaging SILVER for his racing division –
Hmm!! All said - just remember that name and information for now –
he’ll show up later in a different scenario. Jim – if your reading this –
it’s all good dude. This is what competition is all about – right? I believe we’ll find
ourselves racing against each other ‘reeeaaal’ soon !! 
Well - Lots to do. I discovered that waiting until late February to purchase airline tickets for a trip just 4-weeks later is
not the brightest idea, yet, under the circumstances I didn’t have much choice in the matter. I’ll have to speak with
NASTAR corporate about a compromise on that one since it drives costs up for everyone who qualifies. Return air fares
were better prices since they were further out in time, but the pinch was still felt with triple the price for tickets to send
my family. As this unfolded, I found myself aligned to take a business trip to Colorado Springs near the same time and
negotiated to have it the week prior. That ended up working well. That would at least give me a week adjusting to the
new environment and altitude.
So I traveled for business to Colorado Springs. My first night in Colorado Springs was telling. The Baltimore area where
I hail, is about 190 Ft above sea level. Colorado Springs is 7,500 Ft. Keep in mind that a mile is 5,280 Ft and that
Denver is 5,100, and as such called “the mile high city”. Many travelers to Colorado will complain of their “mile high”
ills, yet this is still low in altitude when compared to Colorado Springs. My first evening in the Springs, I got right back
into my discipline of working out in the evenings – in this case running treadmill and pumping iron. Up till this point, I
had spent nearly three solid months of consistent cardio and strength training, yet, my first night on a treadmill in
Colorado Springs afforded a solid 10 minutes before I got winded and my heart rate pegged. I knew that higher altitudes
meant less oxygen, but this was crazy. And – I found that my resting heart rate was now about 15 bpm higher than
normal.
Checking the internet, I found that my body was attempting the same activity with 23% less oxygen. Then it dawned on
me – my body was really fighting for more oxygen. A second thought was then - what was the altitude I would be skiing
for nationals? The answer was 11,000 feet for Upper Cranmer at Winter Park, with the Winter Park base lodge resting at
9,000 feet; 32% and 27% less oxygen respectively. Ouch!! This led to some additional research:
Internet: http://www.altitude.org/air_pressure.php
Location:
Baltimore
Denver
Colorado Springs
Winter Park Base
Lodge
Winter Park
Lower Cranmer,
and Lower Hughes
Race Courses
Winter Park
Upper Cranmer,
and Upper Hughes
Race Courses
Winter Park
Highest Point
Jet Aircraft

Altitude (Ft)
50
5,100
7,500
9,000

Available Oxygen
100%
84%
77%
73%

Oxygen Depletion
0%
16% less
23% less
27% less

Atmospheric Pressure (kPa)
101
85
78
74

10,000

70%

30% less

71

11,000

68%

32% less

69

12,000

65%

35% less

66

35,000

26%

74% less

26

Of the races to be run at nationals, most would have 30-32% less oxygen than at sea-level. Since my training was in
Baltimore, this was a distinct disadvantage, as I will explain in a moment. I also noticed that the atmospheric pressure
lowered consistently as altitude rose implying that the constant pressure pushing in on your body from the outside
environment (eg. Equal pressure over your whole body), was decreasing in pressure. Did that have an effect? You bet!!
There are apparently a host of nasty altitude related sicknesses one should pay
attention to before going to ski resorts above 5,000 Ft (ref:
www.elbrus.org/eng1/high_altitude1.htm ). And, around the 7000ft mark, the amount of
oxygen within blood drops significantly as shown in the diagram to the right.
However, as discussed by similar reports, the definition of high altitude is a
range from 1,500 – 3,500m (eg. 4,900 – 11, 500 Ft.) – well within those racing
at Nastar nationals.
(ref http://www.ask.com/wiki/Effects_of_high_altitude_on_humans#cite_ref-BordenHuman_0-2)

What does this imply:
(a) Oxygen is less, which means your body increases its heart rate and
takes more breaths per minute to compensate – as such it doesn’t take
as much physical exercise to peg ones heart rate promoting overexertion.
(b) Pressure is less which implies your bloods viscosity increases (low
viscosity liquids like water flow easily, while fluids with higher viscosity like honey flow slowly at the same
temperatures). Since blood viscosity is inversely proportional to blood flow, your blood gets thicker the higher
in altitude you rise, and makes the flow part more difficult.
(c) Your bodies toxicity/alkalinity increases requiring your kidneys to work harder to excrete a bicarbonate that
balances the increased acidity. Hopefully your body will do this automatically.
Think of it this way – your muscles work due to their ability to absorb oxygen, and expel carbons. As one goes higher in
altitude, not only is there less oxygen in your blood to use, but your blood gets thicker, implying it is harder to push
through your body and harder for what oxygen and nutrients left to be absorbed by muscles, and harder to expel nasty
stuff out of your system – like carbon dioxide. Result – your body fatigues much more quickly than normal. And – it
apparently takes a minimum of two to three full weeks for your body to nominally adjust to altitude change. Reading the
tea-leaves here, those living in and skiing consistently at resorts of altitudes similar to Winter Park (eg. 9-11k Ft) have a
huge advantage over those of equal skiing ability living at low altitudes – say Baltimore.
Lets transition forward in time for a second, then rewind, so as to demonstrate this point. To test this theory, I ran the
numbers (eg. After nationals were over) of those skiing at nationals who raced for clubs at or above the high altitude level
(eg. 4,900 – 11, 500 Ft). Here’s what fell out:

Overall Stats:
•
Total Participants
•
Total Clubs Participating:
•
Total Participants above 4,900 Ft.
•
Total Clubs above 4,900 Ft.

1,062 (best count)
94 (best count) of 28 States
441 (41% of all participants)
28 (30% of participating clubs)
or about 4 of 28 states.

Top 3 Finishers Per Ea National Division:
•
Males Low Altitude Resorts
•
Males High Altitude Resorts
•
Females Low Altitude Resorts
•
Females High Altitude Resorts

127 (45 %)
149 (55 %)
81 (32%)
114 (58%)

Top 1st Place Finishers Per Ea National Division:
•
Males Low Altitude Resorts
•
Males High Altitude Resorts
•
Females Low Altitude Resorts
•
Females High Altitude Resorts

43 (40 %)
67 (60 %)
34 (40%)
50 (60%)

Regarding those coming from higher altitude areas: 41% of those participating as represented by only 30% of all
participating clubs, yielded 57% of top 3 finishes, and 60% of 1st place finishes. Seems a bit lopsided don’t you think? In
the race of champions alone, which by the way, represents the number one seed from each division and age category –
nearly 40% hailed from Colorado and nearly 60% by those whose home resort is at or above high altitude. So there you
have it.

Are they the best because they train at big resorts with big race clubs, or does altitude and human physiology play more
into this than at first blush? It would be interesting to see how many from low altitudes have the financial ability to stay
at high altitudes for 2-3 weeks prior to Winter Park nationals to allow their body to adjust properly, and as such have an
equal opportunity for competition. Hmm.. Seems like I’m saying Hmm a lot lately.. In the end, I just had to increase
the intensity of my training to compensate. Bring it on..

9. Winter Park, A Red-Eye Trip and a Week Early..
Although I didn’t have the facts above
at the time, I became concerned that I
had spent two years preparing only to
fail due to that little thing called –
altitude and pressure. And possibly a
bit less O2. So, I decided to take my
first weekend while on business and
attempt some racing at altitude – in
short, I had to get to Winter Park early.
I knew this was again going to have to
be a low budget deal, and that I could
afford the lift ticket and $10 race fee,
but no lodging, and only for one day.
That equated to a two-hour one way trip
(eg. 4 hours on the road).
That Saturday, I was up at 4:30am, on
the road by 5:30am and got through
winding mountain roads of altitudesville, climbing to Winter Parks base
camp, arriving by 8:00am, and getting
started by 9:00am. I have to be honest
though, it was a beautiful clear-blue-sky
sunny day. When I got to the edge of the mountains just outside of Denver, the view was nothing short of spectacular.
The flatness of the mid-western planes jutting into the sky to form snow crested mountain peaks was awe inspiring. It
only got better to further in I drove: tall frosted pines; huge etched cliffs right beside the road; mountain tops that hurt
your neck leaning low in the car window to see their tops; and snow, snow, snow. Yep – this was definitely a nice change
of pace and scenery from Baltimore.
Well, I eventually found the parking lot, traveled on a cool little cable ride, watched
skiers riding in the distance and snowmobilers running errands. I made my way
through the shops – then – out of the corner of my eye, I saw it. There it was –
Lower Hughes – the “Race of Champions” hill. It was magnificent. A full blown
Olympic giant
slalom hill – and
only for the best-ofthe-best from each
Nastar division. For
comparison, there
were apparently
around 95,000 racers across the nation, 1100 of those
getting to Nationals and Winter Park. Of those 1100, only
the top racers are given the race of Champions privilege.
Maybe – Just maybe. But – first things first. (ref image on
Left)
I found my path weaving among buildings seeking the
racing office where I bought a lift ticket, hired a coach for
a couple of hours, and entered in that days normal Nastar
racing lineup. Emphasis on ‘normal’ since the course I
would be racing for nationals in a week was higher in
altitude and a bit steeper (eg. Upper Cranmer vs. the
normal Nastar course on Lower Cranmer – ref altitude

chart above). My appointment with my coach (eg. The alpine masters program) was at 9:45am, but due to locker room
issues, equipment malfunctions, and getting lost in the endless maze of trails, I arrived as the ‘late Mr. Pickett’ a tardy
11:00am. A good lesson learned for any Winter Park first timer – you may wish to take notes – it’s a BIG place. I
finally found the closed off hill and race course (eg. Butchers Breezeway – ref dia below) and got acquainted with the
instructors. Butchers Breezeway was a regulation race length, but a bit steeper than the courses I ran at Ski Roundtop and
Blue Mountain – PA. It most resembled the middle section of the course at Bear creek – with two key distinctions – first,
the entire course was that steep, and second, it took a sharp right turn halfway through.
The coach told me to take a slow first run just to review its difficulties. But, as pride would have it, and as soon as I was
out of his view, I opened the throttle to see how I’d fair. Answer – AWFUL !! I was late for every gate – and a week
before skiing a national race. So, what the heck happened to my SILVER and even GOLD abilities? Answer again – the
hill got a lot steeper. Ouch!! Maybe physiology and altitude aren’t the only issues facing low altitude skiers. Hmm..
My next two runs at speed weren’t much better.
Although my timing improved approaching
each gate allowing me to enter the gates better,
my edging was horrible. For those not
understanding the issue, if you’re “not” on the
edges of your skis while going around gates,
you end up sliding (eg. skidding) around gates
which is equated to attempting to stop or slow
down. Now that my pride was significantly
diminished, my coach said – “Now, let’s get
back to basics”. My first problem was tucking
into a squat position and pulling my hands
together, much like my first and second days
running at Ski-Roundtop. He reminded me that
figure-skaters who wish to spin, do so by taking
their arms from a wide position and pulling
them in tight – causing the body to rotate.
Since that was exactly what I was doing, my
coach told me to stand straighter, force my arms
to stay apart the width of my hips during the
entire race, and – a new technique – when going
around a gate, reach my outside hand down and
make the end of my ski pole touch the extreme
back of my outside ski. Effectively, this forced my upper body to stay centered on my skis giving equal force on both
skis. Applying this technique, my next run was much improved. The next two runs, my coach went to the halfway mark
on the course to watch me from that vantage point. Each run got significantly better, although the amount of torque on
my legs and knees increased dramatically to do so – again, due to the increased steepness of the hill. By this time though,
it was now 2pm. I hadn’t eaten lunch and it had been nearly 7 hours since breakfast, and the Nastar course closed at
2:30pm. I chugged a high protein shake drink I had and kept rolling.
I wasn’t aware when I signed up for race clinics that apparently having a coach also implied ones acceptance to clean up
the course upon completion of said lessons. As I helped the coach clean up the course, he gave me one final bit of advice.
“Dave”, he said, “If you think about going fast and winning, you’ll end up on your back. But, if you constantly focus on
the basics and doing those basics better, eventually you’ll win and at minimum you’ll ski consistently”. That statement
was almost prophetic as you will find while you continue reading. But first, on to racing ‘basic’ Nastar.
Winter Parks normal Nastar racing is done on Lower Cranmer as a “daily” activity (ref resort map above). For those
unfamiliar with the term “daily”, that means one can race 7 days a week if they desire. That’s a lot of practice time. This
is significant since many ski resorts in the Eastern U.S. run one to two days a week at best. Unfortunately, since Winter
Park has no lights on its slopes, there is no night skiing, which is a pain for working professionals who wish to train but
can only do so at night. The ‘normal’ Nastar slope pitch was about 3 degrees steeper than my steepest course raced back
east (ref below), but not as steep as Butchers Breezeway where I had just trained. By the way, if you don’t believe the
difference a couple of degrees makes, try it on a treadmill some time. The slopes were as follows:

(Normal Nastar Courses)
Daily Nastar Location

Ski Roundtop, PA

Slope Name

Lower Exhibition

Usage

Altitude (Ft
Above Sea
Level)

Contour

Normal Nastar Course

800

Top-to-bottom

Pitch
(degrees)
10

Blue Mountain, PA
Bear Creek, PA

Finish Line
Timberline

Normal Nastar Course
Normal Nastar Course

740
750

Top-to-bottom
Top-to-bottom

7.5
8, then 17,
then 6
14, then 16
13.5

Winter Park, CO
Winter Park, CO

Butchers Breezeway
Lower Cranmer

Training Course
Normal Nastar Course

10,000
10,000

Top-to-bottom
Top-to-bottom

Usage

Altitude (Ft
Above Sea
Level)

Contour

Pitch
(degrees)

Normal Nastar Course &
Nationals Course (ages 1-4;
all divisions)
Nationals Course Silver &
Bronze Divs; Ages 5-10; &
29-74.
Nationals Course Platinum
& Gold Divs; Ages 5-8; 5574.
Nationals Course Platinum
& Gold Divs; Ages 9-54.

10,000

Top-to-bottom

13.5

11,000

Top-to-bottom

14.5, then
16.5

11,000

Top-to-bottom

12

10,000

Upper 3 :
Top-to-bottom
(T2B):
Side-to-Side
(S2S):
Middle&
rd
Lower 3
Top-tobottom:

(Nastar Nationals Courses)
Nastar Nationals Location

Slope Name

Winter Park, CO

Lower Cranmer

Winter Park, CO

Upper Cranmer

Winter Park, CO

Upper Hughes

Winter Park, CO

Lower Hughes
(Race Of Champions)

Nationals Course ‘Race Of
st
Champions’: 1 Place
finishers from each division
and age bracket

rd

19.5 (T2B)
and
22.6 (S2S)
21.6, then
19.5

10.Winter Park – Mining More Gold..
I had lost a lot of time helping my coach clean up, including carrying the course poles and equipment back to the base
resort area, and traversing a diamond slope to do so. Not such a bad deal if your arms didn’t
have equipment hanging on them rather than ski poles. I finally made it to the Nastar course at
2:15 pm and noted that they were to close at 2:30 – bummer!! I explained the situation to the
race official and they somehow had already decided to keep it open until 3pm giving me about
40 minutes to get in as many races as possible to include lift lines and time on the lift. This was
an interesting behavior since most places I had raced thus far had officials who couldn’t wait to
close up and go back to the lodge for drinks. I suppose it might get boring after a while just
standing or sitting while racers raced. In all, I was able to squeeze 6 runs out of that 40 minute
time slot, but, had no time for food.
My first race, I thought I would redeem myself and prove once and for all that I was a good racer and that all my
quirkiness with my coach hours before was mostly in my head. After all, I had 5 GOLD runs under my belt back East –
so, how hard could this be? Under this “delusion”, I pushed out of the gate hard, tucked to get speed – and – promptly
rotated my body causing me to ride past the 3rd gate – you guessed it - on my back. Uhh!! Then this nagging voice began
speaking in my subconscious ..”..if you focus on going fast and winning you’ll end up on your..”.. “Ohhh – Shuuuut
Up!!”, I yelled back. Subconsciously, of course. And yes, sometimes I do talk to myself. Well, my back was only the
first part of my body to hit the ground – now other parts were sore beyond just my pride – and yes, again!! I did rebound
quickly and finished the race, but the damage was done. I received a time, but it didn’t even hit a low bronze. In short a
DQ – that means disqualified for those of you just tuning in.
My second race, I decided to focus on the basics, start slower out of the starting gate, and attempt to cross the finish line
this time. The pace time was 20.62 seconds. I crossed the finish line and looked back at the clock as it locked in the
characters - 26.04s (eg. 26.29 handicap; or 76% up the Silver thermometer). That wasn’t such a bad run after all. It was
slower starting, but stable –and- on a much steeper slope than back home. Also, I found that if I messed up one gate
sliding a little, the pitch of the hill allowed me to quickly recover my speed. Cool!! It was time to get that GOLD.
My 3rd race, I pushed out of the gate hard, and tucked, believing that I would use the basics at some point during the race.
As I passed the half way point – you guessed it – on my back again. Double Uhhhh!! It was now 2:40pm and I was not
making much head way. My 4th race attempt, I again forced myself to consistently focus on the basics. Arms wide, no
tucking, and reaching my outside poles to touch the back of my outside ski. I crossed the finish line with a time of 25.82

s (eg. A 25.22 handicap – ref the diagram below) and nearly shaving a half a second off of my 2nd race. Now we were
talking. I was “only” a half a second away from a GOLD. Yeah right!! For those of you paying attention thus far, a half
a second equates to 125 steps in the thermometer diagram – each step being approx 2-100ths of a second each. The point
- This was no small feat. Although, I had just done exactly that with my last run as compared to run number 2.
My 4th and 5th races, I decided to again focus consistently on the basics, but this time, pushed out of the starting gate much
harder to see if I could squeak that extra half second or so. The result – a 25.29s and a 25.34s run. I got my half a second
back and both races with GOLD times.

Reprieved !! Reprieved !!
Now I had a GOLD medal from a real Colorado
resort. Very Cool !! Maybe next week wouldn’t be
as bad as I thought, but, the race official stated that
next week’s course was a bit harder and steeper than
this course. Yet, my coaches words rang true.
“..Focus on winning and you’ll land on your back.
Focus on the basics and improving, and you’ll finish
the race and be consistent.” How true.. How true..
Four o’clock rolled around, and Winter Park began shutting down its services. Again, they have no
lights for night skiing. I skied a couple of miles back to the base lodge, collected my things and
prepared for my two hour drive back to Colorado Springs. Now, I was tired, my body was sore,
and I was ‘reeeaaalllly’ hungry. But when all was said and done, I had gleaned a couple more
valuable lessons to chew on, had added two more GOLD runs to my credit and on a steeper than
normal Nastar course, and had done so with little food and 30% less oxygen than at home – and - even 7% less O2 than at
Colorado Springs. Not too shabby. I grabbed some food for the road, and headed off through the mountain passes for my
two hour trek back. In all, I was glad I made the trip and wished I could have stayed another full day. I ‘reeallly’ wish I
could spend the week days next week at Winter Park race clinics for nationals – that’s some real medicine I could use.
What I really needed was a sponsor - a sugar daddy mamma - something / anything !! Heck, I’d even take some studio
time to finish my country music album to raise some cash. Maybe I’d even write a song for Nastar. Now there’s a
thought. Anyway – back to reality. Somehow, regardless, I thought today’s experience would come in handy next week.

11.Some Interlude and Reflection Time.
I had four more days before I had to meet my family at the Denver airport. That was just the next
installment of tasks to wade through. Traveling for work seldom affords one much time to do
anything else but work, but at least I had most evenings to exercise at the hotel’s gym. Or, so I
thought. Especially since it was open 24 hrs. Sunday evening I caught myself staring into the
window reflection of myself as I ran treadmill. Every time I pushed another steel plate, or ran
another treadmill step, I found myself day dreaming what it must be like to be twenty-something
again with the opportunity like Rob Zehner – Btw: Rob won the Nastar championship three times
running. (Inset: The image shows Rob Zehner; Arvada, Co; and Kersten Scherer; Denver, Co)
Imagine - working out in a real gym with the right equipment and coaching. Focusing on and
doing something I loved and winning all those times. Not quite what I was afforded at that age working nearly every day
of my 20’s just to put myself through school. But I digress. Yet, I thought - how many great athletes, now far down their
roads of life, who once dreamed of a shot they never received an opportunity never afforded, now glanced back in time
pondering their path. Those eventual might-have-been Olympians, who weren’t afforded the opportunity to set their
record or leave their mark. Hmm!! Not myself mind you – I was far from Olympic quality, even back in my prime.
Back to reality. I soon re-captured my thoughts and refocused. I thought, “I didn’t turn out so bad. I had a beautiful
wife and a great kid meeting me in a couple of days; a decent career; my first new car ever back in ‘09. Heck, how many
other guys my age could have gone to this level of athleticism in such a short time.” Yes, that was it, wasn’t it. It just
took a while before I could do one of the things I loved, even if it took 25 years to achieve, and even if it was limited to a
couple days this winter. I found myself smiling while still staring at my reflection as I ran. Then, focusing past the
reflection into the Colorado distance, my smile broadened as the dusk of the sun silhouetted against the Cheyenne
mountain range shadows in the distance. Pretty Cool !! And – Nope, not too bad at all. If you are finding yourself
considering similar thoughts, keep plugging and never give up – skiing or otherwise.

12.Ode To Bad Business – Rental Car Blues – And, Eventual Customer Service.
Over the next couple of days, I churned at work grinding my brain through new concepts, and spent my evenings with
rental car agencies. Remember when I said I spent my evenings in the gym – well, I lied. I wanted to, but wasn’t quite
allowed. As such, let me explain. You see, my company
used Enterprise rental, which, regardless of the rental
organization, afforded smaller than normal cars per its
contract. Skiers beware!! At Denver, the rental agent informed me that the Chevy HH was a wonderful vehicle,
especially since it could fit the length of my
ski case inside – well, maybe diagonally with
all the seats down. I admit it was an ok car
around town, but it had absolutely no power
climbing mountain passes like my weekend
trek to Winter Park. I think a large torqued
rubber band or a squirrel and a cage for an
engine would have done better. And, my six
foot body towered nearly a foot taller than its
roof. It’s also tiny in size for the mpg you get
(eg. avg 23 mpg during my mostly highway running rental period – Awful gas mileage for the size). Having lived and
breathed cars to include rebuilding machines from the ground up – and I mean all kinds of machines - this car/suv, call it
what you want - was truly a piece of crap. Pardon my French, but that’s the nicest way I can say it. I’d take a Chevy half
ton truck any day, but not this thing. The only thing possibly worse would have been a VW beetle or a Cooper for their
size. I apologize to those readers who seem to like these vehicles, but, no car should be called an automatic simply
because of its ability to change lanes from moderate wind gusts. Nor, should you be able to jump start it with a cell
phone. Enough said. I admit, the vehicle was ok for a single adult, but I needed a bit more room for a whole family. I
don’t think a family of chipmunks and their luggage would have fit. Well, onward. Let the bidding and research wars
begin.
Hang with me – there’s a point to all this. Promise.
Renter beware!! The Enterprise agent gave me his solemn oath that they would meet or beat any offer out there –
regardless. That should have been my first clue. Yet night after night the following week, no one would commit to a
mid-sized SUV before I arrived Thursday morning to meet my family. Finally, Wednesday evening, I called around and
found that Advantage rental had some good prices within my range. Speaking with their call center agents, they told me
it would be better to lock down a full-sized SUV (eg. Far from real full sized vehicles like real half ton trucks), rather than
a mid-sized SUV and have it be too small once I arrived Thursday. By the way, I spent an extra hour the week earlier
while at Enterprise, looking over available SUV’s, making assessments, and getting recommendations so as to offset my
time the following week. I also looked into rental deals by Nastar, but those were also super expensive when compared to
Advantage prices. Then there was the option of a van shuttle service from the airport to Winter Park, but it too was the
same price as expensive mid-sized SUV’s, and had limited schedules. Nothing was working, and I was getting ticked
night after night, since the time taken on the phone with these nuts took valuable time from exercising in the gym. The
best I had was a weak reservation wanna-be from Advantage. My only option now was to leave early Thursday morning,
arrive in Denver early, and get a vehicle locked down so that I could transfer all my luggage as temporary storage before
going to the airport to meet my family. They were arriving at 1pm that day.
Thursday morning came and I was on the road by 6:30am and got some fuel before getting to the Denver airport – much
cheaper that way. Skiers take note!! Arriving at the Enterprise lot I just so happened to find the original agent who helped
me. When I showed him the Advantage rental price and reminded him of his oath, he quickly took me to the side and
explained the situation. I thought – “Oh, here it comes”. First, he stated that he couldn’t match the price, even though
they had vehicles on the lot that could work within my specs. He further explained that it was currently Spring Break and
that the big boys (eg. Enterprise, Avis, Hertz, etc) had to charge more for each rental – and – Enterprise rental prices
would be as low as Advantage prices in a couple of weeks. In reality, their price was over double what Advantage was
charging, and, the short answer was that the ‘big guys’ were intentionally gouging their customers for the sake of Spring
Breakers. Unbelievable!! I hope Nastar management takes note of this fact. I thanked him for his time, and left. To
say the least, it didn’t take long for me to walk up the street to the Advantage lot.
Speaking of following bad business with bad business – continue reading. This saga has just begun.
Once inside the Advantage office, I stood in line for an agent to become free - nearly 25 minutes. At least Enterprise was
better on that customer-service point. But, I was calm because I had a reservation number – or so I thought - Silly me. I
was finally greeted by a young lady who informed me that the reservation number was really for informational purposes
and didn’t guarantee a vehicle. She further added, that the reservation also didn’t
guarantee any prices and that both vehicles I asked about (eg. Mid and full sized
SUV’s) were higher cost and – coincidentally - the same price. And, as her final act
– informed me that it would cost me an additional half day if I locked in any vehicle
at that hour of the morning versus when my family arrived at 1pm. Now I was hot!!
She just had to light the fuse. She just had to go riding into the desert on a horse with no name. But, that’s a different



story – never mind. Back to my angry face.
I kept my composure, believing that she just misunderstood the
reservation information, or misunderstood my discussion the night prior with their agent. After three rounds, and over an
hour’s worth of conversation, and waiting for answers from managers, it was a stalemate. This was more likened to
buying a car than renting one. I hope some of you by now are ‘reeeaaallly’ taking notes. Nothing I said made a
difference, and she refused to contact their 800 service to clarify the reservation discussion and promises from the night
before. “Does anyone ‘ever’ teach customer service anymore?”, I thought. Eventually, I ran out of time and patience. I
asked permission to leave my luggage at the Advantage office while I went to the airport to retrieve my family, and was
told there were no guarantees for anyone watching my luggage since they were not liable for lost or stolen property.
Whatever!! Blah, Blah, Blah, layer liability, blah, blah.. All I knew was that I now had to start this process all over again
- visiting other rental agencies, or worse, having to subsume a rental cost for more than I could afford.
Hang with me here – this will all shift from bad to better soon – promise !!
I uttered a short prayer, loaded onto the airport shuttle bus, and headed for the airport. I wanted to start this vacation on a



We collected all our luggage
high note, so I put on my best smile when my family arrived. Now my happy face.
with no incidents – Yeah!! (By the way – I really like Denver airport) And, headed back to Advantage – Uhh!!. Of my
top ten things I hate – being taken advantage of when you’ve done everything in your power to offset it – has to be in my
top three. Walking back through the rectal rental agency doors (sorry – spelling mistake – hey – blame Microsoft, it was
their dictionary), I noted that the agent I had spoken with hours earlier, was now gone for the day. How convenient!!
Then - a handsome well mannered middle-eastern man (i.e. agent) said, “excuse me, sir ”, and motioned me to his
counter. Enter Mohammad. I introduced myself and gave the same reservation information. While he pecked at his
keyboard, I once again gazed through the glass windows and across an entire row of over-sized luxury SUV’s, noting that
none of the other rental agencies had that many and wondered why. Yet, at nearly $300 a day, these were truly deemed
luxury, and coincidentally, way out of my budget. I often wonder, “Who were these people who could afford first class
flights, or rental vehicles like these?”
Finally looking up, Mohammad said, “Now – what can I do for you”. I explained the facts one more time, somehow
hoping that the other agent was just off her game, and cringed as I waited for his reply knowing that it would be the start
of several hours of walking around to other rental agencies, and wasting valuable vacation time. “Mr. Pickett”, he
started, “I overheard your conversations with the other agent earlier, and wanted to make things right. What can I do to
keep you as an Advantage customer?” I pondered – “Where did this come from? Could this at long last be a glimmer of
real Customer Service? Nahh!!” At that exact moment, lots of things came to mind, most of which were rude, so I bit my
lip for a split second. Then, without hesitation I blurted “How about the price we originally agreed upon and an
upgrade”. What that meant was upgrading from a mid-sized SUV to a full-size (eg. A Jeep Cherokee size). He then
asked for an ID and once again he began clicking and clacking on his computer.
Finally, he looked up and presented me a paper with a series of costs and a discount that matched my Enterprise rental
agreement discount, and a final cost for 10% less than I had originally bartered. My mind whirled as I scanned the paper
for the size and style of the vehicle – expecting another Chevy HH encounter. I fully expected yet another bait and
switch. As I scanned, I heard Mohammad’s voice say, “Yes – that vehicle right there”. As I raised my head, my eyes
followed his extended arm and index finger pointing out the window toward a brand new 2011 black GMC Tahoe XL.
Believing I was seeing the wrong angle of his arm and as such the incorrect vehicle, I repositioned my body to get a better
view of his direction, somehow knowing his finger was actually pointing to a distant back row of the lot with some subcompact. Then I clarified – “You mean the Tahoe XL”? He nodded in agreement. With my eyes now glued open, and
my jaw now collecting lint off the floor, I uttered, “You have got to be kidding me!!” That was a super deluxe luxury
vehicle – restating again - that rents for over $300 a day. “Not Kidding”, he said, “that’s my final offer - enjoy.”

(FULL-SIZE Comparison)

I was stunned. It took me about two seconds to say yes. Then I uttered my best Bill Engvall prayer impression, “Thank
you Lord!!” This was one my dream machines – how did he know? $65k worth of 4x4 horsepower, big bucket seats
your body could ooze into, And HEATED seats at that – ohhh!! Did I mention that I would never be able to afford one of
these babies? My wife fell instantly in love with the heated seats. I slid into the cab and pressed a button on the console
that automatically adjusted the seat and steering column to my exact body requirements – Oh Wow!! I pressed a
keychain button and the back hatch automatically lifted. It had satellite radio, onboard GPS, backup cameras, the works!!
This Thing Was Loaded!! I was dazed. Stunned. I felt like Bill Cosby in the middle of his sports car comedy routines.
Then the flip side of the coin dawned. I didn’t get it – there was No fight - No haggling - No wasted vacation time. Was
this the end of the world? I actually put the truck in park, walked back in, and thanked Mohammad one more time. We
were finally on our way to Winter Park. A fairy tale skiing story - now, with a fairy tale ride. How cool was this…

13.Winter Park. NASTAR Nationals Finally Arrives.
Following a short stop for dinner, we began the trek into the mountains and away from Denver. This time
however, the sky wasn’t so blue and clouds were descending – I was glad to now have 8000 pounds of
4x4 under me. Sure enough, 30 minutes into the trip it got nasty. Mother nature’s fury unloaded with
snow and sleet. Not something you want with a light duty car while traversing steep, winding, cliff
ridden roads. We finally arrived, and I knew just where to go having been there the week before.
We stayed in a condo right at base camp since the races in the next morning were early. I just
wondered if I remembered enough skiing technique from the week before to make a difference.
We parked in the underground garage – a nice perk from the weather. Skiers take notice !! I
then located the Nastar orientation area and signed in, then went back to the condo and
settled in for the night. We did get some cool stuff; a free sleeping bag; and lots of
discounts. Yet, I was most concerned for my wife since she was now complaining of
early warning signs of a migraine. We had discussed altitude-sickness and taken the
precautions we knew about, but I had a week to adjust while in Colorado Springs. She,
on the other hand, came straight from 190 ft to 9000 ft above sea level in one day. My
son, however, seemed to be doing fine. I knew my wife’s condition wasn’t
good, and needed to be careful. Recall from section 8 above, my research
on altitude sickness issues – you may wish to review these web links before
attempting high altitudes yourself. And guys – be careful with your families
– they’re your most important asset. Use some wisdom when taking them
into harsh environments.
I really wanted to join in the Nastar sponsored festivities to include the fireworks, but my wife needed the rest, and now
my stomach and other bodily functions weren’t cooperating either. In all, I achieved a solid three hours sleep that night.
7am came quickly and I still had not heard from the Snow Cat folks. You see, since my race was at the top of upper
Cranmer, there were few options getting spectators like my wife and son slope side to watch the race. And, there were no
facilities once you arrived at the
race course (eg. bathrooms or
places to sit like grandstands). One
option was to rent a ride on a Snow
Cat (ref image above) – a wide
tracked machine with about 10
seats in an enclosed cab that would
crawl side roads up the mountain –
or straight up the mountain if
needed - and eventually drop you at
your destination. Since we didn’t
arrive the night before until after
their offices were closed, I left
messages and finally got through at
about 7:15. I kissed my wife and
hugged my son one last time, then
headed for the lifts hoping that they
would let me on the slopes at 8am
so that I could warm up. One
advantage was having my
Competitors badge (ref image
above) that afforded access to the
ski lifts earlier than normal skiers.

Our race began promptly at 9:30am. The good news was that those racing in the afternoon would be switching times with
us tomorrow, allowing more time to sleep and prepare. Did I mention my poles? I need to freeze frame for a second to
hit that point.
I had been looking for racing poles all season, but refused to pay the exorbitant and ridiculous prices (eg. $250). For
those who don’t know, racing poles have their shaft bent into an “S” shape rather than being straight, allowing the pole to
contour around the skiers body so as to keep its tips from hitting gates when traversing the course. At that point in time,
I had been getting close enough to the ski gates that my straight ski poles were catching them as I sped past. Well, my
wish was granted several weeks prior to traveling to Colorado Springs when I found a brand new set at Ski Liberty, PA,
from some guy who had won them in a race. The poles were too short for him, but fit me like a glove, and I paid a mere
$40 bucks. Now I found some poles. All I had left were some stiffer boots, and a racing suit. But, one thing at a time.

14. Nationals – Day 1, Race 1.
I took a couple of runs to warm up by traversing
the entire Cranmer slope – upper, mid, and
lower. In reality quite a long run. None of the
officials knew if we could slide the course prior
to the race, so many of us took the risk. Sliding
the course means going slowly through the
course to view its gate positions and hazards,
without messing up the course. I squeezed my
Nastar jersey over my ski parka, and began prepping my skis with Not-Wax. My
bib number was 816 (ref. picture). They started the lineup and I was 18th in line
to run. This course was much like the test course I ran the week earlier (eg.
Butchers Breezeway), but way different from anything I had run so far. It was as
the race official stated the weekend earlier – same slope – just a little steeper.
Well – that didn’t really do it justice since the top half pitched at 14.5 degrees,
then went over a horizon that bent slightly to the right and formed a new pitch of
2 degrees more. That doesn’t sound like much until you’re at the top looking
down. And, there was a subtle trap laid at the half way point for the overly
aggressive skiers where three gates narrowed presenting a straighter line, giving
the illusion that the skier could breeze
past some gates and pick up speed. That
was in fact the trap – a.k.a. what I called, “the Widow Maker”. The very next
gate after the three straight ones was spaced much wider forcing a hard left turn
(ref diagram). As skiers accelerated more than normal to include the 2 degrees
steeper pitch on the 2nd half through the three straight gates, many would not be
able to pull the turn. The 4th racer in line became to first victim. Sneaky – very
sneaky. But hey – welcome to real racing.
Well, it was cold, it was early, and I had little sleep. Beyond that it was a beautiful day and the racers were out in droves.
Several racers had already gone, when I heard a race official yell, “and now in the gate is our Nastar National traveling
pacesetter, AJ Kitt“. I tried my best to get my gloves off and key my VHF walki-talki to call my son at the bottom.
“Jonathan? There?”, I shouted. The radio
squawked, then hissed. “Yeeeeesss!!”, my
son replied, trying to be funny.
“Video the racer, Now!!”, I
insisted. A.J had left the starting
gate
and was screaming down the
course. “Whaaat?”, My son
replied. Now frantic, I retorted,
“Video
- guy – NOW!!”. I could hear the clock ticking in
my mind – tick, tick, tick, tick. My son squawked
back, “Let me get the camera ready. Now, who do
you want me to..?” There was silence, then another
radio squawk. “Never mind, he’s done – Isn’t he?
He looked really good..Who was that?”, my son
responded. I just hung my head and thought,
“Teenagers!!” I regained my composure and
squawked again, “Three more racers, then me, on
the YELLOW course. Roger”. “Roger that - will be

waiting”, my son replied. “I’ll see you in a couple of minutes – out!!”, I responded. “Out”, my son echoed. It had all
happened so quickly. Before I could even look up, AJ was gone. Wow – that was fast!! My wife said she saw him come
down and he was wonderful to watch. AJ apparently had a time of 21.63 seconds, with a par time for the course of 21.32
seconds. That was now the time to beat. I only wish I could have videoed it. I was too busy attempting to scrape off the
caked snow from my boots and get them back on my ski’s to fiddle with the radio too. Apparently, the low humidity and
snow texture here acts like glue on ski equipment. Skiers take note!! Finally with my skis in place, I began shifting
closer to the front of the line.
It was difficult to understand what the officials were saying since they didn’t have a PA system. But, it was finally my
turn. I knew I had to run conservatively first, but couldn’t back off too much since my scores would be
averaged, and, we would be afforded just two runs. But I didn’t want to fall and be disqualified either
by being overly aggressive. Since I had no opportunity to run these courses earlier, I had no idea how
fast I would travel, and how to assess my turns at each gate so as not to be late. Especially at the added
steepness that I was not used to running back East. Still fighting sleep deprivation, these haunting words ran
again through my brain one more time, “..Focus on winning and you’ll land on your back. Focus on the basics and
improving, and you’ll finish the race.” I began to chant under my breath, “Not on my back.. Not on my back…”
I got to the gate, and everything seemed to go in slow motion. I glanced down to make certain my boot buckles were still
in the right positions, and shuffled my skis several times to get the wax working against the snow. I could hear the faint
sounds of people talking around me, but all seemed to fade into a single distant chatter from within my padded helmet. I
watched a puff of breath dissipate against the scene of the course in front of me. My head shifted quickly to the right
looking at the deep blue sky and the distant white capped mountain sky line, then shifted back to the first gate down the
slope, then, to the starting gate in front of me. I ran the race through my mind, “outside leg straight. Outside arm reach
and touch – edges, edges, edges”. Then
as if minutes had passed I heard the
official call out, “Racer Ready – 3, 2, 1 –
Go!!” I pushed moderately so as to not
gain too much speed. Rounded the first
gate, outer leg straight – then echoed
‘reeeach’. Next gate. Then the next.
Then the hill horizon at the half way
point where the widow-maker gates lived.
Thoughts sped through my mind; “Do I
need to pre-pop the hill as it drops the
next 2 degrees? Will I go airborne? Got to watch going too straight at this part of the course. Need to shoot wide at the
bottom – Edges – Reach - Push”. I was through the widow-maker zone. I focused and told myself, “Now for speed.
Tuck. Tight. Push. Keep Low..” I crossed the finish line exploding snow into the air as I slid to a stop, then heard the
announcer; “Racer 816, time 27.57 seconds, handicap 30.66“. I struggled to catch my breath in the oxygen depleted air,
and rested for a second. I thought to myself, “Wow, the oxygen issue is worse than I thought”. Then, running the
handicap thermometer quickly through my mind, I noted my races handicap position as just about half way up the Silver
range. I knew I had to do better, but still wasn’t comfortable on this slope and didn’t want to crash. At least I didn’t
crash!! Others, unfortunately, weren’t so lucky.
I slid down the hill another 30 yards to where the spectator’s were watching, and saw my sons shoulders and helmet
poking above the crowd. I slid to them and we exchanged high five’s. Then my son stated, “Not too had for an old man
- you actually looked ok!”. My wife hugged me and reinforced how good AJ Kitt looked during his
run. Interestingly enough, she didn’t mention my run. I didn’t know if the comment was oblivious
or to imply I didn’t really look that good. With nearly 20 years of marriage to consider, I knew not
to ask clarification questions like that one. Just let it go!! Btw. A Little wisdom there for younger
married guys. At any rate, she looked much better than the night before. Altitude sickness had
taken its toll on both of us it seemed. She got the worst of it with a migraine. Then the bad news.
My son retorted, “Uhh dad, we didn’t get much video. We didn’t know exactly when you were
coming, and we could only get the last couple of gates anyway. And - the camera doesn’t zoom very
well”. “Uhhhh!!”, I thought, “What do I have to do to get some decent pictures around here?” All said, I had no videos
or pictures to see how I was performing coming around the gates, or to even to document that we came to a Colorado ski
resort at all. Our camera wasn’t well suited for distance shooting, which of course, was my fault. Skiers take note!! It
was $180 vs. other HD video cameras at $900+ that had the zoom features, but also had a price tag I choked on. Yep –
My Bad!! Well, I chatted for a minute, then kissed my wife, high-fived my son again, and headed down the last third of
the slope for the ski lift. Now to concentrate on my last run. It had to be a good one.

15.Nationals – Day 1, Race 2.
Once back at the top, I noticed that skiers were now going down out of
numerical order. I surmised that the race officials didn’t want to waste
time and since lift lines, bathroom breaks, and skiing abilities all
equated to not running the same order as the first race, this would again
play havoc on my chances to get some videos. Since skiing was now
ad-hoc, the line quickly clogged and we were forced to stand in long
lines. The air was still thin and my legs began cramping. Again, this
was 11,000 feet. I finished the last of my sports drink, and began going
through the course again in my mind. The last run was a bit icy and it
was still early morning and cold. My ski’s chattered around several of
the gates, so I knew my edging wasn’t steep enough to compensate for
the extra force now on my skis. Extra due to the increased course
steepness I had never run before this race. I would just have to

compensate more my reaching harder to touch the
back of my outside ski, and as such, keep equal
pressure on both skis. I finally got into the starting
gate, planted my poles firmly on the other side of
the timer-trip-wand, and shuffled my skis as before.
This time, I knew I had to be faster, but I had to
really concentrate on edging or I would wipe out.
Then the time came as the official stated, “Racer
816 in the gate. Racer ready, 3, 2, 1, Go!” This
time, I pushed hard out of the gate hoping to make
up a second or so. As before, I made it through the widow-maker gates, swinging wide at the lower gate to take a hard
left turn. I noted about four times where my skis were chattering as they broke edges and slid sideways. Then, as before,
I took a low profile to gain the most speed I could. I crossed the finish line and heard the official call, “racer 816, time,
27.10 seconds and a handicap of 28.44”. I slid to a stop, again, feeling the extra torque on my legs due to speed that I
was not used to controlling - snow spraying into the sky. I again, took a moment to catch my breath and thought, “That
was better, but still not near the Gold line on the handicap chart. That would have to be a 22 handicap, not a 28.” Yet,
this was about 60% up the Silver thermometer chart, and was a respectable time. Somehow I knew I was in the top 3 in
my division. No one else I saw in my age category came close. I smiled inwardly knowing I had just accomplished
something big.
I again skied to where my wife and son stood, and was received with a cheer. I suspect mainly for staying on my feet,
more so than anything else. Not bad for the first day. I then commented to my wife about being in the top 3. She
countered that there were others with much lower times in the 24 and 25 second ranges. I countered back and explained
that there was a broad range of skiers age brackets running the same course and that it was more than likely someone in
the 20 something year old bracket. She insisted that there were several in my age category skiing in the low 25 and even
24 second range. “Nah”, I thought, “That couldn’t be. They would be skiing a high Gold category”. For a moment, my
mind flashed a deijavue scene from Blue Mountain where I was bumped from 1st place by a guy skiing higher GOLD
range when qualifying for nationals – remember Mr. Roque – keep holding that name for now.
Back to reality - I didn’t see a leader board with times
posted and my wife didn’t know of any either, so I couldn’t
justify either theory. I would have to see if times were
posted on the Nastar web site later on that night. Well,
enough racing for one day, this was after all, our family
vacation. Off to lunch and snow-boarding with my son.
The good news was that race times tomorrow would be
shifted to the afternoon, so I could actually get some sleep
and possibly get a better race time.
Well, we snow-boarded for a while, walked the exhibits
near the base lodge, listened to some musical groups for
twenty minutes or so, and rode into the town of Winter Park
for a grocery run, then settled in for the evening.
About 9pm, I logged onto the Nastar web site and sure
enough, saw the results from the days running’s for my

division and age category.

5th place? Whaaat ??
Reading more intently, I found that my wife was absolutely correct – there were
four in our category skiing in our division that were, in reality, way beyond our
division. One got bumped to the higher division automatically (eg. the Platinum
Div). Three, however, remained. All were skiing in the ‘High Gold’ category (ref
diagrams). I knew that there were Nastar regulations in place to fend off gaming
the system, but that only applied to those skiing ‘two’ divisions higher than their
current division.
For example, in our Silver division, one could ski Gold division times and still be
seeded against guys like myself who were solidly Silver division level racers. But
if they skied two divisions higher (eg. Platinum times) they would be forced to ski
at the next higher division and on that course. I can understand Silver division
racers skiing in the low 30% of the Gold thermometer, but not in the upper 8090%. Nobody has that good of a day!! Not!! Especially ‘four’ racers. Hmm!!
As can be seen by the chart, there is a definitive separation in the pack. Now I was
really discouraged. Even though I was 5th, there was no way I could make up the
time these guys laid down. My wife and I talked about it for nearly an hour that
night, then she, in her overly wise way, put everything into perspective.
“Look”, she began, “Your at Nationals. How many others didn’t qualify at all?
You should be proud of what you’ve accomplished. Three years ago you didn’t
know you could walk again. This year you had to relearn almost everything from

scratch including how to race
again. Cut yourself some slack
and have fun for a change”. “Of
course she was right – she
always is”, I thought, “If these
guys wanted to win that badly –
then let them. Why shouldn’t I
enjoy being here. I spent enough
time and effort to get here – I
better enjoy something.” We
turned in for the night, and I set
my sites on tomorrow’s race.

16. Nationals – Day 2 Races.
The next morning, Saturday, I thought we would sleep in, but my wife had other
ideas. She rationalized that we only had a couple of opportunities to go
snowboarding, and that we should take advantage of the time. She was of course
right again, so my son and I made our way to slopes to snowboard well before my
1:30pm race time. It was only after we returned that I learned that she had taken a
nap while we were out. That stinker!! About noon, we turned in our equipment, and
I grabbed my skis and headed back to the race course. My wife asked if I wanted her
and my son to catch a snow-cat ride to the end of the race course again. I told her
no. It wasn’t worth the hassle, even though I really wanted someone cheering me on
– it really wasn’t worth it. After all, the snow crawler hauler was a bit expensive and took a large chunk of time to make
the transit that cut into ones day. There weren’t any facilities or places to sit near the finish line and the ad-hoc method of

sending racers out of order made it convenient from the officials perspective to ‘get the race over with’, but didn’t
compensate spectators much by allowing them to know who was coming down the slope at any given point in time.
Nastar did have announcers calling results as racers finished, but they forgot to introduce who was on the course. As a
compromise, this time I would video the race myself by attaching my HD camera to my leg. At least I would have
something of the race as a souvenir. And so, I made my way to the top of Upper Cranmer one last time. Yet, I had to
admit to myself that my heart just wasn’t in the race anymore. Trying to balance limited vacation time, consistent unmet
expectations, sickness, not being able to attend ceremonies, cheaters – it all just seem to take its toll and took the fun out
of it. Well, the race came regardless.

This time Heidi Volker set the pace at 21.36 seconds. I didn’t see her run
either course, but was told it had been done (ref image above).
Prepping for my last race was like the first. It was difficult to breath due to
the oxygen issue, and I could feel my heart racing more than normal as I
attempted to scrape the caked snow from my boots with my ski pole. The first
race was again in numerical order so I was about 18th , and like the day prior,
it was hard to hear the official speaking without a PA system. It was as if the
officials were just going through the motions and didn’t see much of this as a
‘special’ event. Unfortunately, just maybe, I was getting to that place too.
Maybe the top guys would be disqualified for some reason and I might still
have a chance. Nahh!! Not my luck.
Finally it was my turn, so I started my camera, and placed it on my leg. The
official called my start time before I was even ready. So, unfortunately, I
reacted rather than taking my time and pushed out of the gate. I had no speed
as a result out of the start gate, but gradually accelerated. I was thinking about
my body position, edging and gate entrances, but since there was no real
competition left, it wasn’t like the day before. I was just going through the
motions and not really trying. I just wanted the whole thing to be over. As I
slide past the finish line, kicking snow into the sky as before, I heard the
official call my time as 27.72 seconds, and a handicap of 33.33. It wasn’t great, but at least I stayed on my feet. That was
now three races as such. I heard that nearly one in ten racers fell, so I tried to not be overly critical of my performance.
I took a second to regain my
down the rest of the slope
up, I looked through my
camera had shifted during
pointed at my foot the
the way my day was going
least my foot was a star.
better, and also like the day
its racers positions. I was
have my family at the finish
get the race over with and
vacation. I was so torn at
I had messed up yet another
thought, “We could have
somewhere!! I had spent

breath, then headed
for the lift. On my way
video and found that the
the race and was
whole time. Kind of
anyway. But, hey, at
My second run started
prior was ad-hoc with
almost relieved to not
line. I just wanted to
get on with our
this point, wondering if
family vacation. I
been on some beach
two years for this?”

Well, I finally got to the starting gate and as before, set my camera – this time making sure it was straight and tight to my
leg. As the official called “Go”, I pushed hard from the starting gate hoping as with the day before to pick up a half
second or so. This time, I must have been carrying too much speed, or wasn’t on my edges enough since my skis
chattered around a couple gates as they broke free from their edges grip slowing me down. It was amazing the difference
a few extra degrees in slope made to overall racing performance. Crossing the finish line, I even forgot to reach – a
method of attempting to swipe the finish line electronic beam with ones ski pole and cutting a couple hundredths of
seconds. As I slide to a stop one last time, I heard the strangest thing. The official called, “Racer 816, time 27.72
seconds and a handicap of 33.33”. I was stunned. Did I hear that right? 27.72 seconds? I had run my second race tying
my first to the exact hundredth of a second. Well – if nothing else, I was extremely consistent. And, for the fourth time
in a row had not fallen en-route. What were the odds of hitting two races that traveled over a quarter of a mile in length
and coming up with ‘exactly’ the same times to the hundredth of a second? Unbelievable!!
I finally located the leader board, noting it wasn’t leaders, but a huge list of all the racers on a paper grid system. There it
was, 27.72 and 27.72. Unbelievable. I was really breathing hard now, and needed to take a break. Well – that was that.
It was all over. I knew I had either 5th or 6th place, but even that was speculative at best. That night, I once again visited
the Nastar web site and confirmed. I had achieved 6th out of 15 (actually 16, but one guy apparently didn’t ski) in my age
and division – which – fairs in the upper 30
percentile nationally. Oddly enough, when I ran the numbers
of my placement within the entire SILVER
division, and placement for everyone in every division, it
was about the same – upper 30 percentile. When
all was said and done, I had at least received a participation
ribbon.
As for day two as a whole, the results for everyone in
our division and on our Green course was telling.
All slowed down significantly, mainly due to racing
at 1pm vs. the day before at 9:30am. Interestingly
15th was about the same spread as with day 1 racing,
enough, the distance from the 4th place guy to the
but just slid down the scale lower (ref chart above).
This implied that skiers abilities matched the
environment. I was dubious of the top three racers again, but was willing to cut them some slack too.
Interesting enough, the pace the day before was set by AJ Kitt with a base time of 21 seconds, which, ironically was a
similar 21 second time for Heidi Volker but in slower conditions a day later by running in the afternoon vice morning. It
would stand to reason then that anyone else racing in the upper 50
percentile of the GOLD category would also not be affected. This, as
compared to those of less ability who truly raced a SILVER division
race, as illustrated by racers 4 through 15. I’ll leave that one for Nastar
officials to chew on for a while. Again – I had competed – it was done.

17. Nationals – The Final Results Were In.
Well, the final results
for my division and
age bracket (eg.
SILVER age 44-49)
were in and I ranked
6th nationally as is
illustrated in the
diagrams. My
variance between the
two days really wasn’t
that much, so I guess
at minimum, I could
state that my racing
was consistent.
As can be viewed by
the (Final Results) thermometer, even the averages for all racers still left
a sizable gap between the main pack (eg. Racers 4 – 15) and the top
three. Again, I will leave that one for the officials to chew on. Yet, in
my humble opinion, no one having a SILVER division ability has that
good of a day to run high into the Gold category on these steeper than
normal slopes. Simple physics are against them. As such Kai-Uwe
Kuhn should have taken 1st place and the other three should have raced
in the Gold category on the Lower Hughes course. Well, enough of
beating a dead horse.

By the way, recall I asked you to remember the name ‘Jim Roque’ from Blue Mountain, PA. The guy that bumped me
out of my 1st place national qualification position for the Silver division by having a huge high Gold race (eg. My best
Gold run was 19% up from the bottom of the Gold thermometer. Jims was at the 75% mark – quite a difference).

Well, Jim also made it to nationals too, but this time, I beat him by one position or approximately 20 linear feet (eg. He
took 7th out of 15 and I took 6th – ref chart above). This is what real competition is all about. “Jim, you did good!!”

Ain’t life grand. 
My 2011 Nastar National’s Standings:
Category
National Silver Division; Age 45-49
National Silver Division; All Males
National Silver Division; All Ages
and genders
National; All Divisions, All Ages,
All Genders
National Total Males
National Total Females
National Total Participants

Position
6th of 15
54th of 152
60th of 233

Percentile
Upper 37%
Upper 35%
Upper 25%

334th of 1059

Upper 31%

370 (est)
689 (est)
1059 (est)

My 2011 Other Standings:
Category
Silver Division; Maryland; 44-49
Silver Division; Maryland; (ALL)
Silver Division; Blue Mountain PA; 44-49
Silver Division; Blue Mountain PA; (ALL)
Silver Division; Ski Roundtop PA; 44-49
Silver Division; Ski Roundtop PA; (ALL)
Silver Division; Bear Creek PA; 44-49
Silver Division; Bear Creek PA; (ALL)
Silver Division; Winter Park CO; 44-49
Silver Division; Winter Park CO; (ALL)

Position
2nd of 7
53rd of 223
2nd of 7
49th of 121
6th of 16
124th of 343
6th of 13
95th of 253
9th of 57
309th of 1808

Percentile
Upper 28%
Upper 23%
Upper 28%
Upper 40%
Upper 37%
Upper 36%
Upper 46%
Upper 37%
Upper 15%
Upper 17%

18. Is There a ‘Next Year’?
So, what’s in store for next year? I have no idea!! I recognize that my time on the slopes is going to be limited
regardless, so I will have to make the most of my visits. Recall
another point made early this season related to how one
practices without an available hill nearby. I believe I now have
an answer that bridges many questions, and so, I will answer
with a question. How can one not spend much time on the
slopes, yet achieve quality time practicing. The answer is to
create a simulator that provides the same effect in the privacy of
one’s own home – and – with marginal investment. For now, I will keep that discussion close hold until next season. My
intent, using this method, is to not only move up the GOLD thermometer ranks, but to cross the line into PLATINUM
territory. Hey – what the heck. This season, I was shooting to qualify for nationals in a BRONZE category, and made a
solid SILVER division, and ended up finishing 60th out of 223 (eg. upper 25th %) overall in the nation in that division.
Even, dare I say, to the point of skiing 7 GOLD level runs, yielding two GOLD medals to boot. I shot for the low end,
and came out much higher than imagined. Who’s to say then, that shooting for this PLATINUM mark by next season
isn’t achievable? So, what’s the catch? I need to make my skiing form look like that of AJ Kitt’s (ref images). It’s
actually not that far off, but I need a lot of work. So, how about we cross the finish line with this winter scrapbook?

19. But First –Some Additional Thank Yous.
Honorable Mentions:
• Ski Roundtop Staff. To the ski Roundtop staff who, although belonging to a family of resorts who decided to not
continue nastar racing programs, decided to not only continue, but to kick it up a notch with race clinics that allowed
an old timer and outsider to join their Friday night race clubs – and learn a few new tricks. Not to mention being one
of the hottest race clubs on the East Coast.
• National Ski Team. To the national ski team guys who gave me my first glimpse of how far behind technically I was
for racing new equipment, and for great advice and encouragement that started the whole thing.
• REI. To the staff at my local Columbia, Md REI store, who helped me tune my ski’s, that gave me the knife edge
information assisting in apprehending my first Gold medal in 25 years, and tuning my boots for optimal performance.
• Mohammad of Advantage Rentals – Denver, CO. To Mohammad, who, at the last moment and in my time of rental
woe, provided a few days in one of my dream vehicles and at a price that otherwise I would never have been able to
afford. You renewed my faith that ‘true’ customer service is still alive and well.
•
Winter Park. To the staff at winter park, CO, who did their utmost to host and make a fun and safe environment for
the nearly 4000 people associated with Nastar nationals. To my 4-hour race coach who gave great advice on
negotiating ‘really’ steep slopes, and a ‘really’ nagging squeaky little voice that would ultimately keep me consistent
on steeper than normal terrain, and from crossing the finish line ‘on my back’.
• Nastar Sponsors. To the sponsors of Nastar like Nature Valley (eg. Camille Gibson, VP and staff), Cactus Cuties
Oranges, etc, for their sponsorship that afforded the opportunity to see one of my dreams become reality.
• Nastar. To the Nastar staff, its president, and the national pace setters, who put their all into making the rest of us
amateurs believe we could catch a glimpse of and perform as if we were National Ski Team or even Olympic
contenders. For some, that dream has never died.

20. Some Final Seasonal Thoughts and Conclusions – It’s a Wrap.
Well, the season had its up’s, its down’s, its unforgettable moments of elation, and moments of sliding off course on my
back. It had a number of firsts to include edge racing on shape skis, and chewing on
GOLD for the first time in 25 years. It showed the best of competition among those
giving selflessly to make others better, even at the expense of their own rank and
progress. As such, a big solute to Ed for helping me surpass his earlier mark of glory
within Maryland stats by allowing me to take 2nd in the state of Maryland, and for being
big enough to do this at his expense being lowered in the stack. For those not so selfless
racers who liked to game the system this season, I hope they will see some day that
‘Winning Isn’t Everything’. And, I had to remind myself of that same fact, and that putting my racing life on hold for
nearly two decades taught me other and more important deeper things. In the end, and on that point, I found a quote that
seems to sum my feelings:
“This isn’t quite what I wanted but I’ll take the high road. Maybe it’s because I look at everything anymore as a lesson,
otherwise I’d just remain angry. Or maybe from wisdom with age comes a greater and deeper understanding of things.
There are plans we desire, that we can never achieve; things we don’t wish to happen but ultimately must accept; things
we don’t wish to know, but have to learn regardless; and people we can’t live without, but ultimately have to let go. In the
wake of life, scars remain. Yet, scars remind us only of where we’ve been. They don’t have to dictate where we’re
going.” (JJ – CM; Dp).
All in all, my wife was exactly correct regarding my performance this season. What did I really have to be ashamed
about? Several years earlier, I was warned by a physician that I may never run again due to the broken bones in my feet.
And to rebound by running tons of miles while training for racing this year, and having had to relearn how to ski with
new equipment, and not having raced consistently for nearly 25 years, and to have overcome so many obstacles in so little
time, and even qualifying for nationals the way I did – “no”, I thought, “Not too shabby at all – I should be proud”.
One more thing. Some have questioned why I should attribute credit to God for any of this. First, I’d like to thank them
for at least acknowledging His existence. I am a scientifically deep person, who happens to be a Christian, and who has
come to an understanding that order and design implies a designer. You can’t get through physics without seeing it. As
such, I also realize that probability and statistics cannot explain how I got so far in so little time. Chance is a nothing and
is non-causal (eg. chance doesn’t cause anything to happen). And so I thank God, the designer and orchestrator, for his
blessings covering the events this season. This is about fact vs. fiction, reality vs. probability. For those who doubt or
disagree, Go ahead and take your best shot. What is the explanation of rubbing the right shoulders and crossing the paths
of the right people at just the right times to get the information I most needed? What if the National Ski team guys at
Roundtop didn’t stop before traveling to Italy? What if Ski Roundtop or Blue Mountain said no to Nastar like their sister
resorts? What if Ed Fowler, Eric Anderson, or Mike Meyers caught colds, or were selfish, or weren’t there to share their
knowledge on the days I was available? Who could control how well people skied or at which resort giving opportunity

of national qualification? Who controlled the conditions of the Blue Mountain slopes when I arrived, given that another
neighboring resort a night earlier had awful and slow conditions? What of my health holding out, etc? Is this by chance?
Is it because “the stars aligned”? Two Gold medals and seven Gold runs – are you kidding me? No, this is more about
traveling a series of concatenated paths with synchronized cross-roads and specific meeting times yielding specific and
aggregated results. How’s that for scientific? This is more about a designer and orchestrator than chance.
The simple answer is that there were and are too many independent variables present for the overall outcomes to be
anything but supernatural. Go ahead and run your probability equations. You’ll get ten results for ten runs. Why?
Because you’ll never get ten mathematicians to agree on the same criteria. In all, there is more pointing to the
supernatural here than to chance. I have been through lots of courses on statistics and probability, and none have
persuaded my trust to any of it yet. Odds and statistical probabilities have little impact on promoting reality. They only
suggest “what might be”, but not “what is”. Neither do they promote much toward explaining cause and effect realities.
For those who don’t believe this, think of it this way - If they did, and you could absolutely trust their outcomes - then
casinos around the world and U.S. lotteries would go out of business. Chew on that for a while!!
One last thought. Rob Zeiner may have taken 1st overall (i.e. deservingly so) and absorbed the spotlight in most of the
Nastar minds, and others desiring to win more than share may have distorted their way into a spotlight, but, I was still a
Gold racer for the first time in 25 years, and was now rated in the upper third of most amateur racers across the nation.
The other racers in my division may have stripped my chances for running the Race-Of-Champions, but, they will never
keep me from meeting real champions like those helping me this season, or from becoming a champion myself in ways
other than chasing medals. And, they will never be able to erase my 7 Gold runs that earned my 2 God medals for the
season. Heck, who else do you know who runs consistently enough to clock back to back races matching to the exact
hundredth of a second? “No !! - Not too shabby at all”.
All I can say is, “Robbie!! Watch over your shoulder next year!! You may see me in your rear-view”.
Thanks for taking time to re-live this memory with me; My absolute thanks to all along my path who made this dream a
reality,
Until next season..

Dave Pickett
www.DavePickettsCountry.com

Btw. When you have some time, please take a peek at the opening page to my web site to view some folks who could
really use some help. Please consider doing what you can. Dgp

